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The NYK Group
The NYK Group provides services in global logistics, bulk shipping, and real estate. NYK Group
Values represent the NYK DNA inherited by 130 years history. The NYK Group Values of
Integrity, Innovation and Intensity are aligned with gemba and society through behavior and to
show the ways to achieve the "NYK Group Mission Statement."
The NYK Group aims to have integrated management that simultaneously focuses on
maximizing the group benefits with those of society. It considers both the company's
relationships and key issues of sustainability such as the environment, society and governance
(ESG). For the purpose of meeting the expectations of society, NYK established a Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) Division at NYK's headquarters and appointed CSR Task Force
members in each NYK company headquarters.
The NYK Group has been selected for inclusion in SRI/ESG indexes provided by several index
providers and other institutions as a group of companies that actively promote CSR and ESG
activities. (See specific indexes listed in the NYK Website WWW.NYK.com/english/CSR)
Yusen logistics -An NYK Group Company
Yusen Logistics offers a suite of supply chain solutions that support business in developing a
competitive advance through improving the flow and management of product. Yusen Logistics
as an NYK Group Company has always brought forward resources and a global team to help
people in need throughout the world. The foundation of the business consists of services such
as International Freight Forwarding , Contract Logistics , and Transportation. Yusen Logistics,
with over 24,000 employees, has a network spanning 333 cities in over 45 countries linking
Japan, the Americas, Europe, East Asia and South Asia & Oceania, and operates more than 550
distribution centers.
Yusen Presidents Message- A commitment to Expanded CSR
“As a global company providing logistics services in 45 countries and regions, Yusen Logistics
needs to better understand the diversifying corporate social responsibility and contribute to
sustainable growth for business and communities. To help us do this, in 2017 we have defined
the Vision, Mission and Values, and used this to map out the Long-Term Vision, “TRANSFORM
2025.”” The commitment to this Long-Term Vision will contribute to the success of
stakeholders, communities as a whole, and Yusen Logistics sustainable growth.

Yusen understands that companies today are required to go a step further than compliance,
that they are members of society and must therefore give due consideration to social ethics,
human rights, the global environment and local communities. Embracing this goal, the Yusen
Logistics Company with the NYK Group is tackling its corporate social responsibility sincerely,
determined to meet the expectations of shareholders while aiming to achieve sustainable
development.
Yusen Corporate Social Responsibility
Yusen Logistics has established a "Code of Conduct" to which officers and employees of the
group must comply in performing the day to day business activities. To achieve this the
company supports social contribution initiatives such as environmental conservation, disaster
support, welfare, and cultural support.










Yusen continues to reduce its carbon footprint including ISO 14001 certification for
warehouses and offices.
Yusen is reducing environmental loads by using resources efficiently, saving energy and
reducing waste including use of large-scale solar power and LED lighting for warehouse
operations.
Yusen has a publicly-available system to provide CO2 emission amount expelled during
their door to door transportation services.
Yusen uses closed loop environment and Green Policy programs globally to reduce land
fill loads by further processing and materials reuse.
Yusen environmental conservation activities include forest conservation in Nagano
Prefecture, Japan and tree planting in the Philippines.
In support of the Tohoku earthquake Yusen coordinated collection of supplies, trucking,
air cargo and delivery with support in Japan.
Yusen and NYK employees were instrumental in providing clothing, and fund raising to
support families impacted by the Tohoku earthquake and Tsunami.
Yusen coordinated efforts to help those in need after the devasting Houston hurricane and
unprecedented floods.
Yusen is working with the Big Lots Foundation to focus on some of the most pressing
issues facing the communities- hunger, housing, healthcare, and education.

Future CSR Commitment
The Yusen CEO statement ensures the future CSR commitment “this will be a game-changer for
us and the nonprofit partners- allowing us to have a much greater impact over time”

